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Abstract-To facilitate symbolic computation in certain areas of applied mathematics, using 
Mathematica,1 we give interrelated names to identities and corresponding transformation rules. This 
has let us write procedures to form the rules automatically, once names that conform to a particular 
simple style have been assigned to the identities. We have used the methodology in applications to 
quantum chemistry, robot kinematics and other topics, and explain it here by reference to examples 
that use elementary functions and special functions of mathematical physics. We think it is of interest 
beyond the specifics of Mathematics usage. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The stylistic device of numbering displayed equations, identities and other objects sequentially 
has been a standard feature of mathematical discourse for many years.2 The numbers that label 
equations in one part of a derivation are mentioned in the reasoning that leads to equations later 
on. In particular, if (a) and (b) stand for the labels of two equations, it is commonplace to write 
a phrase of the form “substitute from (a) into (b).” This has several connotations. The context 
resolves the ambiguity to a reader who is familiar with mathematics. For work on a computer, 
however, it is necessary to state whether instances of the left-hand side are to be replaced by the 
right-hand side or vice versa. Also, it is necessary to state whether the expressions which are 
replaced should include all those which are 
(1) exact copies of the left- (or right-) hand side, or 
(2) of the same general form, or 
(3) of the same form while satisfying certain restrictions. 
In computerized symbolic calculation, replacements are made by applying “transformation 
rules” (also called “replacement rules” or just “rules”). We have developed a naming scheme 
and supporting software to form such rules automatically from the relevant equations when using 
Mathematics [2]. This scheme eliminates redundant typing and, thereby, saves time and precludes 
errors of transcription from equations that have been read from a database or constructed earlier 
in a derivation. The scheme also supports mechanical construction of analogous derivations 
This work was started with support of NSF Grants NAC-25001 and ASC-8500655, and completed while on sabbat- 
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2See [l], which cites the invention of the symbol for equality by Robert Recorde in the Whetstone of Witte, 
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(1) from a prototype, and 
(2) as instances of a common form. 
We think that this account may bear on the usage of other symbolic computation systems as well 
as on usage of Mathematics. 
At the start of a Mathematics session that uses the methods of this paper, a package of 
procedures that we call bilo is loaded. Statements that assign the known identities, which are 
needed in a derivation, to names of the form eqn [ id ] are either 
(I) typed, or 
(2) loaded from files which have been validated. 
Here, id stands for a number or a name or a sequence of such items. New identities are constructed 
and assigned to names of the same general form. Once an identity has been assigned to a 
particular name of this form, say eqn [ I] , then the system automatically evaluates an expression 
of the form (1.1) by substituting the right-hand side of eqn [ I] in place of every occurrence of its 
left-hand side in the expression denoted by s. The /. symbol is part of Mathematics notation. 
Its usage is explained briefly in Section 2. 
s /.brule(l]. (1.1) 
bilo procedures construct each brule [ id] automatically when it is first mentioned in a session. 
Also, we use another kind of object that we denote by grule [ id ] which has wider effects than 
brule [id] . When grule [ id] is first mentioned in a session, bilo makes it a name for the rule to 
replace expressions of the form of the left-hand side of eqn [ id ] by the corresponding expressions 
of the form of the right-hand side. For use in special circumstances, bilo forms still further kinds 
of rules that we call crules and hrules. 
To provide the Mathematics background, Section 2 lists the elements which are used later, and 
states a few simple conventions that we use. Sections 3 and 4 illustrate the usage of the brules 
and grules. Section 5 discusses the crules and hrules. Section 6 gives the full syntax of all of 
our rule objects. Section 7 comments briefly on some further aspects of this work. 
We developed these rule formation methods in the course of applying Mathematics to some 
studies of the electronic structure of molecules and atoms [3-51, robot kinematics [6] and a few 
other topics. The automatic rule formation is supplemented by further methods that we call 
“hierarchical addressing,” that will be reported separately. Early versions of both were described 
briefly in [7]. To date, the combined methods have been used to derive hundreds of formulas in 
problems involving elementary and nonstandard algebras, limits, matrices, ordinary and partial 
differential equations, series expansions, orthogonal functions, and many kinds of integrals. 
2. MATHEMATICA LANGUAGE CONSTRUCTS 
USED IN THIS PAPER 
In Mathematics, the value of an expression of the form 
a /. b -> c (2.1) 
is obtained from a by substituting c in place of every occurrence of b. The value of 
a /. b :> c (2.2) 
is obtained in the corresponding way, after re-evaluating c to take note of any changes that were 
made to the values of variables on which it depends, since it was assigned a value previously. 
This “delayed evaluation” is needed for the rules which are discussed in Sections 4-6. It is used 
in the rules of Section 3 for consistency. Rules that contain the -> symbol instead of the :> 
symbol would work there, too. 
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The /. symbol is supplemented by the //. symbol which has the following effect. Let T 
stand for a rule b --> c or b :> c. Then the value of an expression of the form 
a0 I/. r P-3) 
is aN, where a,, = a,_1 /. r and N is the least integer for which aN and aN_i are identical. 
Page references to [2] for the only elements of Mathematics that are mentioned in this paper 
are given in the list that follows. Each is explained when it is used here for the first time. Most 
of the functions in item 8 are mentioned just marginally. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
The brace notation for lists, as in (1, 2, 3)-p. 57. 
The square bracket notation for functions, as in f[z]--p. 53, and the term “head” for the 
part that precedes the bracketed portion-p. 91. 
The postfix and infix notations for functions, these are s // f for f[s] and a ” f - b for 
f[a, b]-p. 193. 
The Rule, RuleDelayed, ReplaceAll and ReplaceRepeated objects. These are the binary 
expressions that contain the -> , :> , /. and //. symbols, respectively-pp. 243, 
258 and 243. 
Pattern objects denoted by the “blank” symbol, as in a _ and variations of this-p. 733. 
The Slot “pure function notation,” that uses the # and & symbols-p. 208. 
The = and == symbols (used in the Set and Equal objects),-pp. 75 and 92. 
Apart (p. 78), Distribute (p. 216), Expand (p. 76), InputForm (p. 343), Map (p. 204), Pro- 
tect (p. 266), StringLength and StringReplace (p. 376), ToExpression and ToString 
(p. 280). 
Because the names of built-in Mathematics functions begin in upper case (e.g.,Expand), we use 
names that begin in lower case (e.g., reverse) for functions in the bilo and other packages that 
we have written. “Local” names, such as sin, are used for elementary functions, to maintain 
close control of their behavior. We replace the local names by the names of the built-in functions, 
to use the properties that Mathematics provides, when these are needed. An input expression 
and its value appear before and after the symbol + in constructions of the form a + b. In the 
validation of many examples, the order of terms and factors in the expressions that are shown 
as results of Mathematics evaluations was forced from the default arrangement, for readability, 
by methods to be reported separately. We use the word “equation” loosely, in accordance with 
common practice, where “identity” would be more precise. 
3. REPLACING COPIES OF ONE SIDE 
OF AN EQUATION BY THE OTHER 
This section explains the usage of brnles by reference to the first few steps in the mechanizai 
tion of a scheme that leads, by algebraic manipulation, from 
(1) the formula for the cosine in terms of the sine and 
(2) the formulas for the sines of -5, 0, 5 and z + y, 
to the full repertoire of identities containing just trigonometric functions and algebraic operators. 
In conventional notation, the first two steps to be considered here use 
IT 
cos x = sin - - 2 , ( > 2 
sin E = 1, 
0 2 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
sin (0) = 0. (3.3) 
In Mathematics, the symbol = is used for assignment, and the symbol == is used between 
the two sides of objects that are called “equations” but, in practice, include both equations and 
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identities. Accordingly, the identity (3.1) is represented by 
COS[X] == sin[$-x] 
It is assigned to the name sqn [ cosFromSin] by 
eqn [ cosFromSin] = COS[X] == sin[$-x]) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
The parentheses around the identity are redundant and are included here to emphasize the struc- 
ture of the entire statement. The Mathematics representations of the identities (3.2) and (3.3) 
are assigned to the names eqn [ sinPiBy21 and eqn [ sinZero] by 
eqn[ sinPiBy2] = (sin [ $1 == 1) (3.6) 
eqn[ sinzero] = (sin[ 0] == 0) 
We form the Mathematics representation of 
(3.7) 
cos (0) = 1 (3.8) 
from (3.4) by substituting 0 in place of x and applying the rule to replace copies of the left-hand 
side of the identity eqn [ sinPiBy21 by the right-hand side. In accordance with the conventions 
mentioned earlier, the rule is constructed and assigned to the name brule [ sinPiBy21 when this 
is first mentioned in the session. It has the value 
sin $ :> 1 
[ 1 (3.9) 
The Mathematics representation of (3.8) is formed, accordingly, by the following statement, in 
which the rule x -> 0 and the brule are applied in succession. 
eqn[cosFromSin] /. (x -> 0) /. brule [ sinPiBy2] 
The parentheses in (x -> 0) are redundant and just used for emphasis. The result is 
cos[o] == I 
The full statement that forms this result and assigns it to the name eqn [ cosZero] is 
eqn [ cosZero] = eqn[ cosFromSin] /. (x -> 0) /. brule [ sinPiBy21 
Correspondingly, when brule [ sinzero] is first mentioned, bilo assigns it the value 
sin[O] :> 0 
by reference to eqn [ sinzero] . The representation of 
cos 5 = 0 
0 2 
is formed and assigned to the name eqn [ cosPiBy2] , accordingly, by the statement 
eqn [ cosPiBy2] = eqn[ cosFromSin] /. (x -> $) /. brule [ sinzero] 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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This gives 
(3.16) 
This may seem a lot of work to get a very elementary result, but mechanizing such derivations is 
a valid problem and a salutary reminder of how much is taken for granted conventionally. 
In the development of the trigonometric identities, our next step is to form 
cos (-z) = cos (z), (3.17) 
using the addition theorem for the sine, and identities introduced or derived already. Equa- 
tion (3.17) can be obtained by geometrical arguments related to those used to construct equa- 
tions (3.1)-(3.3) and the definition of the cosine. We derive it in the manner shown here to keep 
the number of identities which are derived using geometrical considerations to a minimum. In 
conventional notation, we start by setting x and y to $ and -2, respectively, in 
to give 
sin(z + y) = sin x cos y + cos x sin y (3.18) 
sin (g -z) = sin (g) cos(-x) + cos (T) sin(-z). (3.19) 
Then substituting from the identities for sin (4 - x) , sin $ and cos 5 gives (3.17) in reverse. 
For purposes of mechanization, the addition theorem for the sine is represented by 
eqn[sinAddition] = sin[x+y] == sin[x] cos[y] +cos[x] sin[y] (3.20) 
A pair of explicit rules is used to replace the variables x and y. Because these replacements both 
act on the original expression, they can be grouped as a “list” within braces (see [2, p. 741). 
eqn [ cosNeg, step11 = eqn[ sinAddition] /. x -> y, y -> - x (3.21) 
This gives 
sin[$ -x] == sin[$] cos[-x] +cos [$I sin[-_x] (3.22) 
To deal with the left-hand side, we apply the bilo function reverse, which switches the two sides 
of an equation, to eqn [ cosFromSin] . Using the symbol + for “evaluates to,” 
eqn [ sinToCos] = 
( 
eqn [ cosFromSin] // reverse 
> 
* sin[$-x] == cos[x] (3.23) 
Then mention of brule [ sinToCos] gives it the value 
sin[g-xx] :> cos[x] (3.24) 
Also, mention of brule [ sinPiBy2] 
mention of brule [ cosPiBy2] gives 
Then 
eqn [ cosNeg, step21 = 
L L , 
uses the value shown already as (3.9) and, by dint of (3.15), 
this the value 
CO8 $ :> 0 
[ 1 
eqn[ cosNeg, step11 /. {b ru e sinToCos],brule[sinPiBy2],brule[cosPiBy2]} 1 [ 
* cos [x] == COS[-x] (3.26) 
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and 
eqn [ cosNeg] = eqn [ cosNeg, step21 // reverse 
=+ cos[-x] == COS[X] 
The process is coalesced in the following single statement: 
eqn [ cosNeg] = 
eqn[ sinAddition] /. x -> 5, y -> -x 
> 
/. 
(3.27) 
{brule[sinToCos],brule[sinPiBy2],brule[cosPiBy2]} //reverse (3.28) 
Thus, we have used a brule corresponding to an equation which 
Starting from just the five identities (3.1)-(3.3), (3.18) and 
sin( -z) = - sin 5 
represented, respectively, by (3.5)-(3.7), (3.20) and 
was formed by use of a brule. 
(3.29) 
eqn [ sinNeg] = sin[-x] == -sin[x] (3.30) 
we derived the roughly 70 identities containing just trigonometric functions and binary arithmetic 
operators in [8,9], by the methods described in high school texts, using 
(1) brules, at times modified by replacements (e.g., brule [ sinToCos] /. x -> x + y), 
(2) bruleReverse objects, described below, 
(3) grules, in accordance with their properties described in the next section, 
(4) the bilo function reverse, described already, and solveLinear [ equation] [expression], 
which solves equation for expression when equation is linear in expression, 
(5) the binary bilo functions plus, minus, times and dividedBy that form an equation by 
adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing the two sides of a pair of equations. 
The bruleReverse objects are rules that replace sub-expressions which match the right-hand 
side of a given equation by its left-hand side. When first mentioned in a Mathematics session, 
bruleReverse [ id ] is formed by reversing eqn [ id ] and changing the == to the :> symbol. Thus, 
bruleReverse [ cosFromSin] can be used instead of brule [ sinToCos] to derive eqn [ cosNeg] . 
An example of the use of brules that is a little more elaborate than those considered above 
arose in the reduction of 
cO, jCe> = 
(4 w+w 
2 (2j - l)!! (2j - l)!! 
J 1 812 cos z sin2je1 4 COST + sin i sin2j r#~ 1 d4. (3.31) 
This appears as equation (5.3) of [4]. By distributing the multiplier and the integration over the 
integrand, the bilo representation can be recast mechanically as 
eqn [ 5.3, split ] = CIO, j][theta] == Ti+T2 (3.32) 
with equations for Tl and T2 that can be reduced separately to equations called eqn [ 5.3, I ] and 
eqn [ 5.3, 21 . This allows the recombination of results by 
eqn [ 5.3, rejoined] = eqn[ 5.3, split] /. {brule [ 5.3, I], brule [ 5.3, 21) (3.33) 
to give a partially reduced expression for Cc, j (0). Slightly different names were used in the 
original derivations for [4]. The compound head notation, as in C [ 0, j ] [ theta] is very useful. 
The helium calculation [5] provides another example of brule usage. A lo-term normalized 
wave function @lo) is related to the unnormalized function @(lo) by 
$10) _ @lo) 
_N(‘O)’ (3.34) 
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where the normalizing factor N (lo) is found from a factor G(‘O) and an energy parameter E using 
N(10) = 
7T G(‘o) 
-a-’ 
The unnormalized wave function is found by truncating a triple infinite series in Laguerre poly- 
nomials of so-called “perimetric” coordinates denoted by (u, V, w). The result is reduced to 
@‘) = (bl + bp u + b3 w + bq w + . . . + b8 u2 + bs v2 + bIo w2) e-(“+v+w)12. (3.36) 
The coefficients b, and the factor G(l”l are reduced to expressions in some other quantities Bk. 
bl=B1+B2+2&+‘.. + BT, b2 = -B3 - B5 - 2 B6 - B7,. . . , bIo = 3 
2 ’ 
(3.37) 
G(10)=4(4B,2-5BB1B2+10B,2+...+12BgB7+52BsB7+55B72)1/2. (3.38) 
The Bk are computed by solving a set of linear equations, to give 
BI = 1, B2 = 0.03858696, . . . , Bs = 0.01340249, B7 = -0.01967061. (3.39) 
Then the internal representation of $J -(lo) is formed by applying the brules for (3.35)-(3.39) to the 
representation of (3.34). The eqn objects that represent (3.37) and (3.39) are lists of equations, 
and the corresponding brules are, by convention, lists of rules (see (6.17)). 
4. THE “GENERIC RULE” (grule) OBJECTS 
Continuing briefly with the trigonometric examples, consider the construction of the formula 
for sin (z - y). In conventional notation, replacing y by -y in (3.18) gives 
sin(a: - y) = sinz cos(-y) + cosz sin(-y). (4.1) 
This is mechanized by the statement 
eqn[sinSubtraction, step11 = eqn[ sinAddition] /. y -> - y 
* sin[x- y] == sin[x] cos[-y] + cos[x] sin[-y] (4.2) 
The sine and cosine of -y are not affected by brule [ sinNeg] and brule [ cosNeg] , because 
these apply only to -x. The rules can be modified to deal with -y by simple replacements. 
brule [ sinNeg] /. x -> y + sin[-y] :> - sin[y] (4.3) 
Then 
brule [ cosNeg] /. x -> y 3 cos[-y] :> cos[y] (4.4) 
eqn [ sinSubtraction] = 
eqn [ sinSubtraction, stepi] /. ({brule [ sinNeg] , brule [ cosNeg] } /. x -> y) 
* sin[x- y] == sin[x] cos[y] - cos[x] sin[y] (4.5) 
The process is shortened by the use of the bilo objects grule [ sinNeg] and grule [ cosNeg] . 
When grule [id] is first mentioned in a session, bilo constructs it from eqn [id] by 
(1) changing the == to :>, and 
(2) changing, in the left-hand side, each variable V, which has default attributes, to the cor- 
responding V_ pattern object that stands for an arbitrary expression (see [2, p. 2191). 
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Thus, for the problem in hand, 
grule [ sinNeg] + sin[-x-1 :> -sin[x] (4.6) 
and 
grule [ cosNeg] + cos[-x-1 :> COS[X] (4.7) 
These have the effect of replacing any expression of the forms sin( -z) and cos( -z), respectively, 
by - sinx and cosx. Some quirks of Mathematics prevent recognition of a negative number or a 
product containing a negative numerical factor that is not -1 as instances of the - x _ pattern. 
This does not affect the present section. Section 7 gives ways around the restriction. For now 
eqn[sinSubtraction] = 
eqn[sinSubtraction,stepl] /. {grule[sinNeg],grule[cosNeg]} (4.3) 
Similar application of grules shortens some of the later trigonometric derivations in the scheme 
mentioned earlier. The primary importance of grules that correspond to the trigonometric iden- 
tities in this scheme lies in applications to other problems, where angles are denoted by an endless 
variety of atomic and nonatomic expressions. For example, corresponding to 
eqn [ cosAddition] = cos[x+y] == cos[x] cos[y] -sin[x] sin[y] (4.9) 
which is derived in Section 5, 
grule [ cosAddition] * cos[x_ +y_] :> cos[x] cos[y] -sin[x] sin[y] (4.10) 
Because of the way Mathematics matches expressions containing +, the pattern x _ here stands 
for any single term, and y _ stands for either a single term or for several joined by + symbols. Con- 
sequently, the grule for the addition formula treats sin [ a + b + c] as sin [a + (b + c) ] . The 
application of gruleIsinAddition1 followed by application of this rule and grule[cosAddition] 
to the intermediate result are subsumed by use of the //. operator 
sin[a + b + c] //. {grule[sinAddition], grule[cosAddition]} 
* cos[a] (cos[c] sin[b] + cos[b] sin[c]) 
+ sin[a] (cos[b] cos[c] - sin[b] sin[c] ) (4.11) 
To prevent the formation of pattern objects from names of constants, such as pi, we give these 
names the nondefault attribute Protected by a statement of the form Protect [constant]. The 
bilo procedures that construct the grules yield pattern objects only from names of variables 
that are neither Protected nor names of functions (“heads”). 
We have extended the development of standard sets of identities to exponentials, logarithms, 
square roots and several other elementary functions, and to several special functions of mathe- 
matical physics. In each case, we started from a few basic identities. For example, from 
eqn [ sqrtFactorize] = sqrt[xy] == sqrt[x] sqrt[y] (4.12) 
we get 
eqn[sqrtMultiply] = eqn [ sqrtFactorize] // reverse 
* sqrt[x] sqrt[y] == sqrt[xy] 
Then, corresponding to (4.12), 
(4.13) 
grule[sqrtFactorize] =% sqrt [x_ y-1 :> sqrt [x] sqrt [y] (4.14) 
Its effect is shown by 
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sqrt [ abc] //. grule [ SqrtFactorize] + sqrt [a] sqrt [b] sqrt [c] (4.15) 
Corresponding to (4.13)) 
grule[sqrtMultiply] + 
Its effect is shown by 
sqrt [x_] sqrt [Y-l 3 wt[xyl (4.16) 
sqrt[a]sqrt[b] sqrt[c] //. grule[sqrtMultiply] * sqrt [abc] (4.17) 
After building the sets of trigonometric and other identities, we saved them together with the 
corresponding grules in a package that we use in numerous applications. 
As an example of a progression from an equation to a grule, and from that to a further equa- 
tion, we consider the construction of some formulas, needed in the helium calculation [5], that 
contain Laguerre polynomials L, (z). We represent these by L [n, x] , and begin with 
eqn[Lag, I] = 
xL[Il,x] == -(n + l)L[n + 1,x] + (2n f l)L[n,x] - nL[n - i,x] (4.18) 
To proceed, we use two bilo functions with compound heads- 
times[v][Ihs == rhs] + 
( 
v *lhs == v *rhs 
> 
(4.19) 
and 
Then 
toTheRhs [f [ exprl] ==eqr2 3 (elcprl==f[ ezpr2] ) (4.20) 
eqn [ Lag, 2, step11 = eqn[Lag,l] // t imes[x] // toTheRhsDistribute 
* x2 L[n,x] == 
- (n + i)xL[n + i,x] + (2n + I)xL[n,x] - nxL[n - 1,x] (4.21) 
The Distribute function in this case simply distributes the multiplier x onto a parenthesized 
expression consisting of several terms joined by + symbols. Then, to remove x from each resulting 
term, we use the grule corresponding to (4.18). 
grule [Lag, I ] * x_ L[n_,x_] :> 
-(n+ I)L[n + 1,x] +(2n + l)L[n,x] -nL[n - 1,x] (4.22) 
Applying this to (4.21) replaces x L [n f 1, x] , x L [n, x] and x L [n - 1, x] by the expressions 
obtained from the right-hand side of (4.18) with, respectively, 
(1) the subscript (n + I) in place of n, 
(2) the subscript n unchanged, and 
(3) the subscript (n - 1) in place of n. 
Hence, the representation of an identity for x2&(z) in terms of Ln_2(2), . . .&+2(z) and n. 
Some further bilo functions, indicated by dots, are used to simplify the results. 
eqn [Lag, 2I = eqn[Lag,2,stepi] /. grule[Lag,l] // . . . 
* x2 L[n,x] == n(n - I) L[n - 2,x] -4n2L[n - 1,x] 
f... + (n + 1) (n + 2) L [n + 2, x] (4.23) 
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An identity for x4 L, (x) in terms of Ln_4 (z), . . . L n+4 (x) is formed by repeating these tactics 
with [Lag, 41 in place of [Lag, 21, and times [x2] in place of times [x] . 
eqn[Lag,4] = 
( eqn [Lag, 21 // times [x2] // applyToTheFlhs [Distribute] ) /. grule [Lag, 21 (4.24) 
bilo supports gruleReverse objects analogous to the bruleReverse objects. The usage is 
illustrated by the final step in the construction of a recurrence relation for 
Sm,n (x) = p, (2) p?l (z), (4.25) 
where P, (x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree n. This serves as a prototype for deriving 
many recurrence formulas that contain products of special functions, often in an integrand. 
We represent gm,n (x) by g [m,n, x] , and P, (x) by P [n, x] . Also, we assign the Mathematics 
representation of (4.25) to eqn [ g, definition] and that of (4.26) to eqn [ Legendre, recur] . 
(n + 1) Pm+1 (x) - (2n + 1) z P, (x) + n P,-1 (x) = 0. (4.26) 
Then 
eqn [ recurDown] = 
( 
eqn [ Legendre, recur] /. n --> n - I 
> 
// solveLinear [P [n, x] ] 
gives the Mathematics representation of 
(4.27) 
P,(z) = (2n - l) 2 P -1 (x) - (n - l) Pn-2 (x). n 
72 n 
Also, letting . . . stand for a bilo expression to simplify the right side, 
eqn [ step11 = eqn [ g,def inition] /. brule [ recurDown] // . , . 
gives the representation of 
gm,n (5) = (2”; l) II: Pm (x) Pn__l (x) - @+) Pm (z) Pm-2 (z). 
Again, 
eqn [ step21 = 
eqn [ Legendre, recur] /. n -> m // solveLinear [x P [m, x] ] 
gives the Mathematics representation of 
Cm + 1) 
cc Pm(x) = (2m + 1) pm+1 (z) + (2mm+ 1) pm-1 (z)* 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
Applying brule [ step21 to the representation of (4.30), followed by some minor algebraic oper- 
ations on the right-hand side, gives the representation of 
,\n ,\ 
gm+ (x) = (m + 1)(2n - l) Pm+1 (X:) Y,_1(2) 
(2m + 1)n 
m(2n - 1) 
(4.33) 
+ (2m + l)n 
(n - 1) 
pm-1 (x) PTI-1 (x) - --yy pm (x) pn-2 (x). 
Then, application of 
gruleReverse[g,definition] =+ P[m_,x_] P[n_,x_] :> g[m,n,x] 
to the representation of (4.33) gives the representation of 
(4.34) 
gm,n (z) = (m(;;y;; l) Sm+l,n-1 (z) 
+ m(2n - 1) (n - 1) 
(4.35) 
(2m + l)n 
Qm-l,n-1 (x) - -yy- Sm, n-2 (x). 
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Although the pattern matching by the grule objects makes them notation independent in 
many applications, there are times when it is too restrictive, and times when it is too general. 
The restrictiveness is shown by the construction of the cosine addition formula. From (3.20), 
eqn[cosAddition,stepl] = eqn [ sinAddition] /. x -> y - x, Y-> -Y 
=s ( [ sin $-x-y] == 
sin[$--x] cos[-y] +cos [c-x] sin[-y]) (5.1) 
The result is reduced, in part, by 
eqn [ cosAddition, step21 = 
eqn [ cosAddition, stepl] /. 
{brule [ s.inToCos] , grule [ cosNeg] , brule [ cosToSin] , grule [ sinNeg] } 
+- sin y-x-y] 
[ 
== cos[x] cos[y] -sin[x] sin[y] (5.2) 
We cannot complete the reduction using grule [ sinToCos] because this is just 
sin[$--x_] :> cos[x] (5.3) 
which does not match the left-hand side. (The constant pi is not converted to a pattern because 
we protect it). The reduction can be completed using the bilo object 
crule [ sinToCos][x + y] * 
By convention, if eqn [id] contains a single unprotected variable u in the left-hand side, then 
crule [ id] [ eqw] + (brule [ id] /. u -> ezpcpr) (5.5) 
Section 6 extends the conventions to identities that contain several variables. Here, 
eqn[cosAddition] = eqn [ cosAddition, step21 /. crule [ sinToCos][ x + y] (5.6) 
To illustrate the use of a crule when the grule is too general, consider the following math- 
ematical transformation which arose in [4]. 
J 
?r 
2 cos z sin (5.7) 
0 
The bilo trigonometric identities include eqn [ SinToHalfAngle] with the value 
sin[x] == Zsin[:] cos[;] (5.8) 
hence, 
crule [ sinToHalfAngle][psi] =+ sin[psi] :> 2sin [F] cos [F] ) (5.9) 
Applying this to the Mathematics representation of the first integral in (5.7) gives the second. 
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A more elaborate example arose in the construction of a recurrence formula for 
i,(z) = 
J 
f (2 12 + l)!! z- (n+112) 1@+1/2) (z), (5.10) 
where I(n+1/2)(z) is the modified spherical Bessel function. The i, (z) are used in [3]. Replacing 
the ItV+1/2) (z) in the recurrence formula that relates these functions with v = n - 3/2, n - l/2 
and n + l/2, by appropriately scaled i, (z) leads to 
$ i 
71 
@) = (2n + l) !! i _2 (z) - (Zn - 1) (2n + l) !! i _1 (z) 
(2n-3)!! n (2n-l)!! 71 * (5.11) 
We represent the double factorial n!! by bb [II], to control its properties (and also because the 
built-in Factorial2 function of Mathematics, which is abbreviated to !!, does not evaluate 
(-l)!!). We use the recurrence relation for the double factorial function in the form 
eqn [ bb, recurDown] = bb[n] == n * bb[n - 2] (5.12) 
Applying crule [ bb, recurDown][ 2n + I] to the representation of (5.11) gives that of 
z2i (z) - (2n+1)(2n-1)!! i -2(z) 7t - (2n-3)!! 71 
- (2n-1)(2n+l)i,_l(z). (5.13) 
Applying crule [ bb, recurDown][ 2 n - I ] to the representation of (5.13) gives that of 
z2i,(z)=(2n-1) (2n+1)in__2(z)-(2n-1) (2n+l)i,_l(z). (5.14) 
Attention has been directed, so far, to rules that correspond to identities involving elemen- 
tary or special functions. We developed another kind of rule, written hrule [ id][ v][ expr] , for 
identities that express elementary algebraic operations. To show its usage, let 
eqn[pairCollection] = ax+bx == (a + b) x (5.15) 
Then, for example, 
hrule [ pairCollection][ x][ y] + a_ y+b_ y :> (a+b)y (5.16) 
Repeated application collects terms containing the factor y (but not yn, n # 1). Likewise, 
hrule [ pairCollection] [x] [s - t] + a _ ( s - t) +b_ (s - t) :> (a + b) (s - t) (5.17) 
Applying this repeatedly collects terms containing the factor (s - t), but not (s - t)n, n # 1. 
In general, hrule [ id][ v][ expr ] is formed from eqn [ id ] by 
(1) changing the == to the :> symbol, 
(2) replacing w by expr throughout, if u is present, 
(3) changing the unprotected variables a, b, . . . on the left-hand side to the patterns a _ , b _, . . . . 
We developed a set of collection functions based on hrules but they are rather slow. 
6. THE GENERAL CONVENTIONS 
FOR bilo RULE OBJECTS 
Let rule stand for either brule, grule, crule or hrule. Objects with these heads are supported 
by the ruleFor [ eqx] objects, defined below, where eqx evaluates to a Mathematics equation. 
e9x * lhs == rhs (6.1) 
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Then 
ruZeReverseFor [ eqx] + 
If a value has been assigned to eqn [ id], then 
ruleFor [ eqx ] // reverse (f-5.2) 
ruZe[id] * ruleFor [ eqn [id] ] (6.3) 
and 
ruleReverse [id] =S ruZeReverseFor [ eqn [ id ] ] (6.4) 
If eqn [ id ] has not been assigned a value, then all the ruZe [ id ] and ruleReverse [ id ] expressions, 
containing further bracketed arguments in the case of crules and hrules, evaluate to 
Identity :> Identity (6.5) 
The ruZeFor objects are defined in the paragraphs that follow. First, 
bruleFor [ eqz] Zhs :> rhs. (6.6) 
Next, let a, b, . . . stand for the variables in Zhs. Each symbol is treated as a variable unless it is 
a head and/or protected. Then 
gruleFor [ eqz ] P(Zhs) :> rhs, (6.7) 
where P(Zhs) is formed by writing the patterns a_, b_, . . . in place of a, b, . . . . 
Now, let {xi,... , q,} stand for the alphabetized list of variables in all of eqx. Then 
cruleFor[eqs][yi,...,yx] + bruleFor [eqx] /. {XI -> ~1,. . . ,ZA -> yx} (6.8) 
for any 1 I X I u. By convention, a null element in position K. in the sequence yi, . . . , yx leaves 
xK unchanged. The bilo keyword null is used in this sequence to nullify a variable. 
Also, let {yi, ~2,. . . } be a subset of {zi, 22, . . . }. Then 
hruleFor[eqx][yl,y2,...][zl,~2,...] 
+ (P(Zhs) :> rhs) /. {ye -> .z~,yz -> 22,. . .}, (6.9) 
where p(Zhs) is formed from Zhs by changing each variable x that is neither protected nor a 
member of {yr, ~2,. . . } into the x _ pattern object. 
The objects such as x _ which contain a single underscore (Blank, in Mathematics terminology) 
are the simplest of a substantial class of pattern objects. Our experience is that we need these 
z _ objects most often, because we deal largely with functions that either 
(1) have a fixed number of arguments, or 
(2) are “flat” in the sense that parentheses around portions of a + b+c + . . . and a x b x c x . . . 
are redundant. 
At times, however, we need to extend the power of the grule objects by constructing rules that 
contain patterns such as a_ _ which allows juxtaposed multiple occurrences, a_-_ which allows 
these optionally, a_. which allows certain implied defaults, and so forth. Consider, for example, 
eqn [ sqrt Invert ] = (sqrt [a] )” == (sqrt [t] )-” 
The corresponding rule is 
grule [ sqrtInvert ] (sqrt [a_] )“- :> (sqrt [i] >-” (6.11) 
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This does not convert sqrt [x] to l/sqrt [ l/x] , because n_ does not match the exponent which 
is implied 1. The rule has to contain n_. instead of n_ to do this (see [2, p. 2341). 
One way to deal with this kind of situation is to construct the brule and replace the variables 
on the left-hand side by the appropriate patterns. The bilo function toTheLhs is analogous to 
toTheRhs, shown in (4.20). Both act on rules, too. Rules within the brackets are applied in 
succession. Hence, 
brule [ sqrtInvert] // toTheLhsa -> a_, n --> n_. 
=+ (sqrt [a_] )“-’ :> (sqrt [ $1 )-” (6.12) 
When only one or two patterns need to be changed from the v_ form in a rule that contains a 
large number of patterns, a shorter tactic uses string replacements, as in 
grule[sqrtInvert] // InputForm// ToString // 
StringReplace [ #, {“n_” -> “n_ .“}I & // ToExpression (6.13) 
The InputForm removes formatting codes that build up fractions and powers. ToString converts 
an expression to a character string. The StringReplace expression uses the # and & symbols 
in accordance with the Mathematics convention that if s(#) is an expression that contains # in 
one or more contexts appropriate to variables, and t is another expression, then 
S(#)&[tl * s(t) (6.14) 
This makes the StringReplace expression act as a unary function to perform the replacement. 
ToExpression converts the changed character string back to a mathematical expression. 
We need the a__ type of pattern object to deal with vectors, matrices, determinants and 
related objects, because we represent these by rowVector[vl, ~2, . . .] and analogous expressions 
with heads such as columnVector and matrix. When scanned as function expressions, these 
heads have variable numbers of arguments, that are matched by a__ type pattern objects. The 
tactics used to introduce the a_. objects work for these, too. 
At times, as in the derivations for [5], a direct or reverse rule corresponding to the expansion 
of a particular expression is needed just once. To avoid setting up a separate equation for the 
expansion, bilo supports a type of rule illustrated by (6.15), which converts every sub-expression 
of the form a(bzu v f c), in the target expression, to the corresponding abw V + ac, where w occurs 
explicitly, and a, b, I/ and c are surrogates, b may be 1 and so may v. 
bruleForExpansionOf [ a(b w”” + c) ] // 
toTheLhsa -> a-, b -> b_. , nu -> nu_. , c -> c- 
=+ (a_) ((b_.) w”“-’ -1 (c_)) :> ac + abwnU (6.15) 
Although the statement is longer than the result, it frees the user from the need to do any 
algebra. Also, we have encountered the need for this resource in situations that require sev- 
eral statements analogous to (6.15) that can be constructed by systematic variation of a pro- 
totype. To describe the general structure of the objects of this kind that are supported by 
bilo, let ruleDirectOrReversedFor stand for any of the TuleFor and ruleReverseFor hea,ds, 
and let ruleDirectOrReversedForExpansionOf stand for any of the heads that is of the form 
ruleForExpansionOf or ruleReverseForExpansionOf. Then 
ruleDirectOrReversedForExpansionOf [ expr] 
=+ ru~eDirectOTReversedFoT [ expr == Expand [ expr] ] (6.16) 
Similar procedures can be set up for other functions that also convert an expression to a result 
by algebraic manipulation, such as Apart, which distributes the denominator of a fraction onto 
the terms in the numerator when this consists of two or more terms combined by +. 
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In discussing the application of (3.37) and (3.39), we mentioned the formation of lists of rules 
from lists of equations by the ruleFor and rzLleReverseFor heads. The relevant syntax is 
ruleDirectOrReversedFor [ {eqxl, eqx2, . . . }] 
* (ruleDiredOrReversedFor [ eqxl ] , ruleDirectOrReversedFor [ eqxz] , . . . } (6.17) 
This kind of rule list is needed, too, when using the generalized Gegenbauer addition theo- 
rem (6.18) developed for molecular structure calculations [lo]. Here, m 2 0, r and rb are the 
distances of a point P from two origins A and B, p(b) is the distance AB, and e(b) is the angle 
PAB. The “molecular c-functions” cm, ,(/3, r, P(b)) are found from the 1c,+i,z) and Kc,+~,~J 
Bessel functions. 
m-1 
‘b 
,-0% = O” 2nfl c - Pdcos6(b)) <m,n(/? r, P(b)). 
n=O d-5 
(6.18) 
A single rule that is formed directly from the representation of this equation misses the case 
m = 1, because this changes the syntactic form of the left-hand side. The problem is abstracted 
in the shorter identity represented by 
eqn [ kMaybe0 ] = 
( 
xkf[x] == g[k, x]) (6.19) 
The corresponding rule containing k _ . misses k = 0, although it catches all k # 0. However, 
gruleFor Map [ (eqn [kMaybeO] /. #)&, 
[ 
{k --> k, k -> 1, k-ml] (6.20) 
covers all cases. In general, 
Mep[f, {a, 4 c, . ..)I * ifI aI > fI bl, f[ cl 7 *. .). 
Consequently, the Map sub-expression in (6.20) produces the list of equations 
(6.21) 
{xkf [x] ==g[k, x], xf [x] ==g[i, x], f[xl ==g[O, xl) (6.22) 
The gruleFor function then produces the list of rules 
{x_k-f(x_] :>g[k, x], x_f[x_] :>g[i, x], f[x_] :> g(0, x]} (6.23) 
The first rule in this list acts on any instance of f that is multiplied by its argument raised to a 
power. The second rule acts on any instance of f that is multiplied by its argument. The third 
rule acts on any residual instance of f. 
Further work on automatically generated rules that is in hand or planned includes 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
defining further rule objects that include function heads among the symbols which are 
turned into patterns or parameters, 
forming rules from conditional and piece-wise defined identities, 
giving names to inequalities and using these names in automatically formed transformation 
rules, to produce further inequalities, 
handling certain kinds of one-to-one syntactic transformations of character strings in ways 
analogous to those developed here for mathematical expressions. 
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7. DISCUSSION 
The methods of this paper were developed primarily to help users guide derivations inter- 
actively, rather than to perform elaborate automatic simplification by use of preconstructed 
algorithms. We have not overcome the need to know about quirks of Mathematics. We find 
that the most serious effects (under Release 2) are nonresponsiveness to statements that might 
be expected to work, rather than the production of erroneous results. 
Perhaps the worst irritant comes from the way the internal representation of expressions in- 
trudes on the pattern scanning. Thus, grule [ cosNeg] does not work when the argument is -n or 
contains a factor -n, where n is an explicit number other than 1. The reason is that Mathematics 
treats -x as -1 times 2, but it treats a negative number, other than -1, as a different kind of 
entity. This obstruction can be circumvented by using gruleReverse [ cosNeg] , when the sign of 
every argument in the target expression must be reversed. Otherwise, the crule [ cosNeg] can 
be used to focus the action onto specific terms, as in 
Map [ cruleReverse [ cosNeg] , {(x - a), (x - b), (X - C)>] (7.1) 
This generates the list of rules to reverse the sign of the arguments (x - a), (x - b) and (x - c) 
in cos functions in the target. To streamline this process, the assignment (7.2) makes sbn[s] 
return True when the argument s is shortened by negation, in accordance with the usage of 
“pure functions” expressed by (6.14). 
sbn = ((# // InputForm // ToString // StringLength) > 
(-# // InputForm // ToString // StringLength))& (7.2) 
Also, the rule (7..3) can be formed by the methods that (6.13) and (6.15) illustrate. 
cos[x_?sbn] :> cos[-x] (7.3) 
This contains the Mathematics construction pattern ? test, which matches pattern when it 
satisfies test (see [2, p. 2281). The rule (7.3) deals satisfactorily with arguments such as -1, -3, 
3.5, -3x, -x-y, but it also attacks arguments such as y-x and n - I, which the system reorders 
as -x + y and --I + n. It would be nice if such idiosyncracies did not intrude, but they exist at 
present and finding them may help in the specification of systems that are more convenient. 
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